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• Current deployment of logistics as an integral 
part of a battle group is inadequate for DL
• Attaching a logistic tail to distributed forces is 
neither operationally feasible nor economically 
viable
• =>  Gas Station setup
• Q:  What would be an optimal configuration of a 
Gas Station system?
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Utilization Rate (UR) – Single AFP
• Def: Fraction of time the AFP is on station
• The capacity of the Station becomes a factor 
affecting UR only for Gas-Station locations close 
to the combat area
‒ High capacity à UR monotone increasing 
with distance from Port
‒ Low capacity à Optimal  distance
• The dominant factor affecting UR is the travel 
time of the AFP to the resupply point (Gas 
Station)
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We	see		that		the	farther	the		
Gas-Station		from	port	(larger	a)
The	heavier		the	tail	of	the	CDF
è The	Gas	Station	should	be		
located		closer	rather	than	
farther	from	Port
